
Incorporating Starting Speed and Acceleration with Passing and Receiving 
Technique 

 
By Justin Cresser 
 
Speed is probably the most sought after component of soccer performance, and it is no surprise that a 
player’s speed is a key factor for coaches when making decisions at tryouts. All players can benefit from 
having explosive speed and the significance of this quality is highlighted by the fact that more than 10% 
of the total distance covered by professional soccer players in games is done at maximum speed. 
 
When we think of speed, we are generally thinking of the greatest distance a person can travel in a set 
amount of time (maximum speed). There are several components of speed however, and these include: 
starting speed, acceleration, maximum or top-end speed, and speed endurance or speed maintenance. 
In this article we will be focusing only on starting speed and acceleration. 
 
Starting speed refers to how quickly a player can cover the first few steps, usually from a stationary 
position, whereas acceleration it is the time taken to reach maximum or high levels of speed. For an 
attacker, these qualities of speed are important when trying to get the better of defenders in 1 v 1 
situations or when trying to lose their markers in tight spaces. For defenders, these components of speed 
are especially important when closing down opponents who are about to pass or shoot. 
 
The following is a simple exercise that can be used to develop starting speed and acceleration in your 
players.  
 
Instructions: Divide your players into groups of 4. Place two cones 15 yards apart so that they lie in a 
straight line. Have a player stand behind each of these cones facing each other (players 1 and 2). One of 
these players should have a ball at their feet (player-1). Place a third cone 2 yards to the right of the cone 
where player-2 is standing. Place a fourth cone 15 yards to the right of this cone (17 yards to the right of 
where player-2 is standing) and instruct the third player (player-3) to stand at this cone. The fourth player 
(player-4) should stand behind the player with the ball (Figure 1a). 
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Figure 1a 

 
Play is initiated by player-1 playing a firm pass to the feet of player-2 (Figure 1b). 
  

 
Figure 1b 

 
As soon as they play this pass, player-1 must sprint to the cone where player-2 is standing. Player-2 must 
take their first touch so that the ball just about passes the cone 2 yards to their right (Figure 1c). 
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Figure 1c 

 
With their second touch, player-2 must play a pass into the path of player-3 who should start sprinting 
towards the cone where play started initially as soon as player-2 takes their first touch. After playing the 
pass, player-2 must sprint towards the cone where player-3 was standing (Figure 1d). 
 

 
Figure 1d 

 
Player-3 must play a pass (preferably with their first touch) to the feet of player-4 (reducing their speed as 
little as possible) and then continue sprinting until they reach the cone (Figure 1e). 
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Figure 1e 

 
The cycle starts again as soon as player-4 receives the ball (Figure 1f). 
 

 
Figure 1f 

 
 

When player-1 returns to their initial position, this is considered to be one repetition. Continue the 
exercise until each player has performed 4 repetitions in a row (1 set) and then have the players rest for 
two minutes. Perform a total of 2 to 3 sets. Ensure that you vary the starting positions of the cones, so that 
the players perform the exercise to the opposite side as well. 
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Coaching Points: 

- When each player is sprinting, the first step must be in the intended direction and they must take 
short, powerful steps with appropriate posture (slight forward lean) when accelerating  

- The first touch from player-2 must be into space and in the intended direction 
- Timing of the run from player-3 and a good quality pass from player-2 is essential for player-3 to 

receive the ball in front of them and without breaking their stride 
- Player-3 must also take their first touch in front of them 
- The focus of the exercise is starting speed and acceleration, not anaerobic endurance. As such, 

ensure each sprint is done at a maximum intensity, and ensure the players get adequate rest 
between each set. 

Variation: You can vary this exercise by having the third player dribble (instead of playing a one-time 
pass as shown in Figure1e) until they reach the cone where the fourth player is standing. You can also 
limit every player (except the player who receives the first pass) to one touch. 

Justin Cresser – Has coached soccer at various levels both in North America and abroad (Hong Kong 
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Integrating Ball Control with Acceleration, Agility and Repeated Sprint 
Ability 

By Justin Cresser 

During the competitive season, the main conditioning goal is maintenance of fitness levels established in 
the pre- and off-seasons. With technical and tactical exercises a top priority, it can sometimes be difficult 
to include activities for all the different fitness components. 

I like to include the following (and similar) exercises in my in-season training program, as it focuses on 
starting speed, acceleration, agility as well as repeated sprint ability; and also incorporates ball control. 

Divide your players into groups of 4 and set up the following station for each group. Place 2 small cones 
2 yards apart, and have one player stand with a ball in their hands (player 1) behind a cone, and the other 
three players (player 2 – 4) stand behind the other cone (Figure 1). 

Set up 3 larger cones (A, B & C) 7 yards behind the cone where player 1 is standing. These 3 cones 
should be 2 yards apart and the middle cone (B) should be offset by 2 yards. Place a 4th large cone (D) 7 
to 10 yards  from Cone C (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1 
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The sequence starts with player 1 tossing a ball to player 2, who returns it with a side-footed volley using 
the right leg. Player 1 tosses the ball to player 2 a second time who again returns it again with a side-
footed volley, this time using the left leg. This is repeated once. (So a total of 4 passes are completed) 

 

Figure 2 

 

As soon as the 4 passes are completed, player 1 turns and runs towards cone A (Figure 3) where they cut 
and side shuffle right towards cone B. At cone B they cut again and side shuffle left towards cone C. As 
soon as they reach cone C they accelerate and sprint towards cone D (Figure 4). Once player 1 reaches 
cone D, they must quickly job back and join the end of the line. 
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Figure 3 

 

 

Figure 4 
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As soon as player 1 runs towards cone A, player 2 takes the position of player 1 and player 3 takes the 
position of player 2. This cycle continues for 3 minutes. Rest for 3 minutes and then complete 3 or 4 more 
cycles (resting for 3 minutes after every cycle) for a total of about 20 to 25 minutes.  

You should also switch the technical element after every 3-minute sequence.  Consider doing i) volleys 
with the laces/instep; ii) control with the chest then volley; and iii) control with the thigh then volley. 

Coaching points: 

- Players should be on their toes when passing. A soft first touch or volley is essential 
- When cutting (cones A, B) they should push off forcefully with the outside leg 
- When side shuffling, the feet are not allowed to cross each other, and the players should take 

small quick steps 
- Players must accelerate quickly at cone C using short, explosive steps. They should also keep the 

centre of gravity low and lean forwards slightly 
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